ACROSS

1) Sgts.' underlings
5) "Built to _____ lifetime"
10) Author of "Lucky Jim"
14) "You're gonna get in trouble!"
15) Aroma, in England
16) Queen of Carthage
17) Making as great as possible
19) Bartlett's abbreviation
20) Go after a mosquito, in a way
21) Matthew, Mark, Luke and John
23) Outward appearances
26) New Jersey team
27) Attempt to impress, as in conversation
30) Get comfy
33) Where they speak Farsi
34) Not as fresh
36) Command to galley drudges
37) Canonical hour
38) Memorable time period

39) Having left the building
40) Young Darth Vader
41) Fancy bathroom fixtures
44) MIT grad, perhaps
45) Identifiers
47) Fruit's maturation
49) Poem of the countryside (Var.)
50) Animal catcher
51) Monterey neighbor
54) ____ to go (eager)
58) Clapton on guitar
59) St. Paul resident
63) They climb the walls
66) Explorer John or Sebastian
67) KFC side dish

DOWN

1) Petite pooches
2) Farm baby
3) The hip
4) Manifest subject
5) Hangs around
6) Woodcarving tool
7) "... or ____ thought"
8) Mao Tse-____
9) WWI battle site
10) Changes with the times
11) Thick soup
12) Teen ____ (heartthrob)
13) Daughters' counterparts
18) Hilton employee
22) Clairvoyant one
24) Filed for future reference
25) Those who eschew the rod
27) Jewish calendar month
28) Sports playground
29) Holy Roman Emperor (1459-1519)
31) Has a hankering (for)
32) Decorative water vessels
35) Nero's native tongue
39) Like an unexpectedly large gift
41) ____ Mawr College
42) Like Muhammad's followers
43) Least abundant
46) Official decrees
48) Stats for Tigers with good arms
51) Transported
52) Flooring measure
53) Hindu deity (Var.)
55) "____ be good for you!"
56) Beloved family member
57) Eat like a mouse
60) Writer's tip
61) Keanu's role in "The Matrix"